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being told what those possessed of the eye of knowledge
see-it is not apparent either that he possesses that eye
·or sees as they do. Moreover, the jnanacak~us can
apparently be developed through yoga but the divyacak~us can only be the gift of God to man. When imparting the gift of divine vision to Arjuna, Kr~l}.a says
that ' since thou canst not see me with this thine own
eye, I give thee an eye divine ' 1 and later on explains
that what he has been shown ' none save thee has ever
seen ' 2 which would presumably mean that t_hose who
possessed the jnanacak~us have not seen it either.
Later on, too, Kr~a asserts that
' Not ... in the world of men can I in such .a form
Be seen by any other than thee, hero of the Kurus.' 3
It is clear, therefore that the word cak~us is used
both in the sense of normal and paranormal vision in
the Bhagavadgita and that within this broad division
subtler semantic differentiations are also possible.

1 W. Douglas P. Hill, The Bhagavadgitii (Oxford University
·
Press, 1969), p. 159.
2 ibid., p. 165.
It is notable though that although Kr'1,la
mentions that this form of his cannot be seen by Veda, yajiia,
adhyayana, diina, and tapas (Bhagavadgitii, 11. 48) or by Veda, tapas,
diina, ijyii (ibid., 11. 53), jniina does not seem to be included in the
list, at least directly.
a Franklin Edgerton, op. cit, p. 60.

RAM SHANKAR BHATTACHARYA

IS IT JUSTIFIED TO READ GARIMA *
IN THE LIST OF THE EIGHT SIDDHI-S?
schools of Yoga unanimously speak of a group of
eight supernormal powers (a~fasiddhi-s). Since the first
siddhi of this group is a'(lima,1 the_ group is called attimadi;
vide the Yogasutra 3. 45 (tato ''(limadipradurbhava~).
This group is referred' to in almost all the schools of
Yoga and in .other systems of philosophy; vide Netratantra 1. 29; Bindu Yoga, p. 55; Vatsyayana on Nyayamtra
4. 1. 21.
The names of these siddhi-s are: ( 1) attimii, (2)
laghima, (3) mahima, (4) prapti, (5) prakamya,
(6) ifitva or iSita, (7) vafitva or vafita, and (8) yatrakamavasayita 2 or yatrakam<ivasayitva.
.
ALL

* garimii, a1}.imii, mahimii and laghimii are to be read in their
stem (priitipadika) forms a:s gariman, atJ.iman, mahiman and laghiman.
· 1 Though af}imii means the quality of being a1J.u, a1J.orbhiiva~, yet
it is used here in the sense of' the power through which one attains
this quality ', kiirar;,e kiiryopaciiriid atJ.imery ucyate (Jayamaftgalii on
Sarp.. Xii. 23). This principle of upaciira (supposed identification
founded on resemblanc~) is to be applied to some of the other
names of siddhi-s also. The real nature of a~imii, etc. will be shown
in this paper afterwards.
2 For a list of the eight siddhi-s: vide Vyiisabhiis_ya 3. 45; Vi:ryupuriitJ.a 13.4-5; Lingapurii~a 1.88.16-23; Miirkaij,rfeyapurii~a 40.29-30;
Sivapurii~a II .1.11. 45-4 7 ; Bhiigavata XI .15 .10-1 7; Amarako.fa I .1. 36;
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There are a good number of works that read
garima (stem gariman) in the group of the eight
siddhi-s. 1 Though the word grammatically means
'the quality of being guru,' heavy, 2 according to the
aforesaid principle it would mean the power through
which one can grow heavy (garima gurubhiivalJ,, yato
gurur bhavati) or can acquire as much weight as is
desired.
To keep up the traditional number eight, some
scholars who are in ·favour of reading garimii in the
a$/asiddhi group, do not read yatrakamavasiiyitva
(vide the Marziprabhii, Candrika, etc.). Others include
yatrakamiivasiiyitva under va.fitva (vide Nagoji's commentary). Some (e.g. Varpsidhara on the Siim. Ka.
23) again combine iSitva with vasitva and speak of.either
Uitva or vasitva. A few scholars mention vafitva and
etc. There are variations in names in these texts. Naraya:i;i.a in
his comm. on the Togasutra quotes a verse similar to the Amarakoia
verse, the last foot being vaiitvatTt c~fama1ft smrtam.
1 Vide the Niigojivrtti, Maty,iprabha and Candrikii on rogasutra
3. 45. Some modern exponents of the Togasutra, (e.g. M. N.
Dwivedi) mention garima as one of the siddhi-s while dealing with
t~~ ~utra. Some editions of the Tattvakaumudi on the SatTtkhyakanka (23) also read garima. Dr. S. N. Shastri and R. Phukan
in their English commentaries on the Sa1ft. Ka. speak of garima.
2 Garima gurutvam (Nagoji and Bhoja on rs (3. 45); meruvad
gurutvatft ga~ma (Maty,iprabha, Togasudhiikara on rs 3. 45); garimii
gurutvaprapti~
(Candrika on rs 3. 45); paramiity,usamii:ngasya
samuddhararµzkarmaty,i, gaurave merutulyatva1ft garimar.uz1ft vidur budhah.
(Manas9!fasa of Suresvara, 10. 12); laghutarasyiipi tulade~parvatadiv~d
gurubhava~ (Togasiddhiintacandrika on rs 3. 45).
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yatrakamavasiiyitva along with garimii, though they
discard i.fitva.1
The difference of opinion in enumerating 'these
siddhi-s was noticed by Dr. Sovani. He. observes:
Garimii is one of the aisvarya-s according to Vacaspati.
GauQ.a and Jayamangalii place kiimiivasiiyitva in its place
and Mathara mentions both, raising the number to
nine 2 (A. Critical Study of the SaT(l,khya System, p. 32).
We have also· observed that two or three texts
dealing with siddhi-s numbering eight mention garima
along with the eight traditional names, thus making
the num her nine (vide the Mii!haravrtti and the
Tuktidipikii on SiiTfl,. Kii. 23). In such cases the reading
of garima must be taken as spurious. It is the carelessness or ignorance of the editor that seems to give
rise to such erroneous readings.
Now we are going to show that garima cannot be
reasonably held as a supernormal power coming under
the a~/asiddhi group. We have not the slightest doubt
that though garima• in the aforesaid sense may be considered (by some) as having the character of a siddhi, yet
_The LingapuriiTJ.a in its. list of the eight siddhi-s mentions
and does n~t r~ad mahima. Most probably it is a printing
mistake or an editorial error.
~ The p~es~nt writer is of the opinion that Vacaspati did not
mention ganma. Dr. Haradatta Sharma (vide his notes on the
Siirp,k"!akiiri_ka 23) is wron~, in holdi~g that. Jayamangalii and Gam;la
men~1~m nm~ k1!'1ds of aisvarya-s (1.e: ttarzma along with the eight
t~~d1~1o~al suldhz-s) for the word garima is absent in the list of the
siddkz-s m these two commentaries. Some editors read garima in
the commentary by Gaugapada, which is wrong for Gaudapada
has not explained it like other siddhi-s.
'
·
. 1

ga~ma
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it has no place in the traditional list of the a~fasiddki-s
since there is no need to mention it in this group.
Moreover we will presently show that garima cannot
be held as a counterpart of lagkima, one of the eight
siddhi-s. Since the original character of these siddhi-s
does not seem to have been properly understood by
some of the scholars of a later age there arose a wrong
n·otion regarding garima as a siddhi belonging to the
a~fasiddhi group.
We are stating here the arguments 1 advanced by
the scholars who are in favour of reading garima in
the a~tasiddhi group:
( 1) It is argued that since both a'(lima and mahima
(denoting two opposite but correlated aspects of a
particular kind of parimap,a, magnitude ) 2 are read in
this group, garima must be read with laghima so. that
appropriateness would be preserved. As ap,u and
mahat denote a particular kind of magnitude, namely
size, so laghu and guru denote another kind of magnitude,
namely weight.

(2) Some are of opinion that isitva and va.fitva
cannot be regarded as two distinct siddhi-s, since the
power known as fsitva (capability to govern or command)
is essentially the same as va.fitva (capability of winning,
subjugating, overcoming or subduing others). Vasitva
may even be regarded as the result of ifitva and consequently it comes under ifitva. Now, to preserve the
traditional number eight, one more siddhi requires to
be added and this requirement is. fulfilled by including
garima in the traditional list of the eight siddhi-s. It is
garima only that can rightly be included in the list, for
it is in consonance with laghima (both denoting two
correlated aspects of parima'(la) .
(3) The upholders of garima further state that
garima has been regarded as one of the eight siddhi-s
not only by some exponents of the Patafijala school as
shown above but by other schools also 1 (vide
Prapancasara, a work of high authority, 19. 62).
Le~ us now examine the validity of these arguments.
Itis wrong to hold that i.fitva and vasitva comprise one and
the same siddhi-, is their characteristics are different.
Va.fitva implies absence of dependence, while isitva
implies a highly powerful agency and supremacy (vide
Vyasabhiiva 3. 45). 2 Moreover commentators remark

1 These arguments are not found in any well-known text, but
are stated by my learned friends who are in favour of reading
garima in this group.
2 That atzu and mahat are expressive of these senses is proved
by the well-known question, ' Is the Manas a1JU or mahat so
far as its magnitude (parimar;,a) is concerned? ' Expressions like ar;,or
ar;,i)•an mahato mahiyan (Svet. Up., 3.20) may be considered in this
connection. We may recall here the doctrine of the Vaise~ika·s
that magnitude is of four kinds, namely ar;,u (small), mahat (large),
hrasva (short) and di"rgha (long); These four adjectival terms stand
for substantives, i.e. for smallness,· etc. ( vide Dipika on Tarkasatpgarha, sec. 25).
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1 The Vira8aiva school mentions garimii as one of the eight
siddhi-s (M. R. Sakhare: Introduction to the Lingadhara1}acandrika,
p. 628). Vide also Bhaskara's comm. on the SaundaryalahQ.ri, the
.Vivekamartar;,efa of the Natha school (verse 152) and Avalon's introduction to the Makanirv<ifJ,atantra (p. 146).
2 Devala (quoted in Mokfak<iTJ.r/.a, p. 216) observes: apratihatam
aifvaryam ifitvam I iSitvena daivatany api atifete I atmava.fyata vafitvam I
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that va.fitva arises as the result of the saT{lyama on the
there is no necessity to read garima in the a$tasiddhi
siik~ma aspect of the bhuta-s, while i.fitva arises as a result
group; According to us atzima and mahima do not stand
· of the sarrzyama on their anvaya aspect.
for the two powers for acquiring two contrary (but
In
spite
of
such
essential
differences
if
iSitva
and
'.
correlated) aspects of a particular quality (i.e. parima'(la)
,.
'
vasztva could be regarded as one and the same siddhi,
as is wrongly understood by . the upholders of garima.
one can easily consider atzimii and laghimii as comprising
As atzima has no ~xpectan cy for mahima (as is going
one siddhi both possessing the nature of alpatva (the
to be explained) so laghima has no expectancy for
quality of being smaller in quantity). Likewise prapti
garima.
and priikamya may be considered af.l one siddhi, for
According to us ariima means the power to achieve
' freedom of will ' exists in both these siddhi-s as their
sukimata, which is not the same as k$udra-parima'(la
essential characteristic.
(magnitude having less dimension) .1 If a piece of wood
There arises a technical difficulty if garima is read
becomes shorter in size in comparison with another
in the place of yatrakamavasayitva, the eighth siddhi
piece of wood, the former docs not become suk$ma in
which is said to be the result of sarrzyama practised 0~
comparison with the latter. Suk~mata is not be underthe arthavattva form of the bhuta-s. It would be wrong
stood in terms of size or dimension.
to hold that so subtle a saTflYama as this gives rise to
From the definitions of atzima 2 it appears that
garimii which is the power to render a thing more
anima is the name of that power by wpich one becomes
weighty or heavy. There is no direct connection .
able to penetrate or enter all kinds of things or becomes
between the arthavattva aspect of the elements (bhuta-s)
able tn bring oneself to any place of any kind by assumand weight or heaviness.
ing a suk~ma, subtle (i.e. a suitable) form. This power is
The aforesaid view that garimii must be read with
laghimii in order to preserve appropriateness seems to
1 Cf. a!f.UtVaTfl cai$ii1[l sau,4mya-Paricchedau na paramii1].utulyatvam
be based on a wrong notion of the nature of these
(Sarirakabhifyya II. 4. 7; see also II. 4. 13).
.
2 a1].ur iti I suk~miidapi sii.kjmo bhavati icchata~ I tena a1}.imnii sarvam
siddhi-s. If the import of the words atiimii, laghima
anupravi.fati vajram api I tathii sarva~iidr.fyo bhavati I ( Vivararµz on lryasaand mahima are understood properly it would appear that
1

Jay~mailgalii (Sii'lfl .. Ka. 23) remarks: i.fitva'lfl prabhutii yena sthiivariidini bhutiini saT[ldesakiiri!f,i bhavanti I va.fitvarµ va.fitii yena svatantra.fcarati I
See also the definitions of these two as given in the Bhagavata:
faktiprerarµzm i.fitii (exerting influence on all, XI. 15. 4) and
gu!f,ejvasango va.fitii (non-attachment to the gurµz-s, XI. 15. 5).

bhiisya 3. 45); sUk~miit suk~matvam a1}.imii (Skandapurii'l}a, Kumarika,
53. 118); su~miit sukrtnatamo atJ.fyiin (Miirkal]rf,eyapurii!f.a 40. 31);
animii a1].utva1fL yena gu!f,ena sukµno bhUtvii vicarati (Jayamangalii on
SO'lfl. Kii. 23); khasariratvam a!f,imii, · ar;.ubhiivat sflkµnii1yyapi iivi.fati
(Devala quoted in Mo~akiir;tf,a, p. 216); trailokye sarvabhutiiniiT[l
dUjpriipa'lfl samudiihrt~m I tat tasya bhavati priipyaT{L prathamaf!l yoginiiT[l
balam I (Lingapurii!f.Q I. 88. 16-17).
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chiefly used to render the body subtle so that a yogin
can enter any kind of thing of any magnitude. To
make the body smaller in size is only a gross aspect of
ariima ..
The process (i.e. practising sa1J1.yama on the stkula .
aspect of the bkuta-s) by which one can acquire attima
siddki also points to the aforesaid character of anima.
Bkagavata XI. 15. 10 remarks that an upasaka (i.e. a
person practising devout meditation) whose citta has
become engrossed in the tanmatra-s attains to anima.
According to the Salllkhya view it is wrong to hold that
the tanmatra-s are smaller than the hkuta-s so far as
their size is concerned.
Makima1 is the power to cover or pervade all.
This siddki is chiefly used to render a body more big
or bulky or to make a smalJ thing highly extensive.
The external result of this siddki is the acquirement of
respect from those beings who become amazed as a
r~sult of beholding high magnitude, extension or
vastness. Vamana's expanding of his body is an
example of this siddki. Thus it is clear that makima
is not the opposite of av-ima.

Lagkima1 is the power which enables a Yogin to
do an act with less exertion or· with much .ease. It
renders activity more powerful and intense by destroying inertia so that the action is performed in less time.
It is wrong to understand lagkima as the power by which
one can reduce one's weight only. 'Assuming a· less
weighty body ' is, however, one of the results of lagkima.
Sometimes heaviness may become a helping factor for
doing an act more easily. The Vedantic view of
lilakaivalya as the cause of creation (BS, II. 1. 33)
seems to be an illustration of this siddki.
The foregoing discussion makes it clear. that there
is no correlation between lagkima and garima and that
lagkima has no expectancy for garima. Had lagkima
'meant the power of acquiring less weight, then only
it would have been justified to include garima (the power
of acquiring greater weight) in the list of the· eight
siddki-s, it being the coun~erpart of lagkima. It should
also· be· borne in mind that to make a thing more
heavy or light is the result of one and the ~ame power
with two different kinds of functions. It is logically
laghima laghulJ,, laghubhyastuladibhyo 'pi laghutaro bhavati I tena
.niralambana(t saroato ·gantuT[l jJaryapnoti I ( Vivarat;1a on Vyiisabhiis_ya
3. 45); lighratvat laghima smrta(t I (Skanda. P., Kumirik~ 55. 118);
laghima laghutvaT[l yena vayuvat laghutaro bhavati I (Jayamangala on
Sa1fi. Ka. 23) ; larira.fugamitva1fi laghima tena atidurasthan api /cfflf)MUl
iisadayati I (Devala quoted in Mo/qakar.14a, p. 216); lighratvam.
laghima gutuJ{t (Mark. P. 29. 31); langhanaT[lplavanarp, lake rapam asya
sada bhavet, lighratva1fi sarvabhUte;u dvitiyaT[l tu pada'T{t smrtam (Linga
P. I. 88. 17-18); kalasU/qmatmataT[lyogi laghimanam avapnuyat (Bhag.
P. XI. 15. 12).
1

_ 1

mahima mahan. bhavati, akafam api vyapnoti (VivaratuJ 3. 45);
sarzramahe.ttva1fi mahzma I mahattvat sarvalarirar)i avrr.zoti I (Devala
quoted in Mo/cfakat;i~a, p. 216); maha!J atman.mayipare.yathiisaT[lSthaTfl
mano dadhat I (Bhag. P. XI. 15. 11); mahimalqapujyatvat I' (Mark. P.
40. 31; Skanda P., Kumariki 55. 119); mahima mahattvaT[l yena
bhuvanqu dharmadipraptilJ, I .(Jayamangala on Sam. Ka. 23) ; trailokye
sarvabhatana1fi mahima caiva vanditam I mahattvaT[l capi lake 'smin
trtf)lo yoga ucyate I (Linga. P. I. 88. 18-19).
,
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wrong to postulate the existence of two distinct powers
for making a thing heavier or lighter.
It should be noted that the main field of these
three powers is the body of the Yogin himself; i.e. it is
the body made up of the five bhuta-s which is rendered
laghu, mahat and atzu. The other five siddhi-s of this
group, namely prapti, etc. belong to the field. o.f organs.
As to the view that the power of acqmrmg more
weight or becoming heavier must be taken to. be
a supernormal power and as. such garima must be given
a suitable place in the siddhi-s, we reply that there is
not the slightest doubt that garima is a supernormal
power. We only assert that it is not included in the
aifasiddhi group. It may . be reasonably stated that
the power of becoming weighty may, in some cases, be
associated with the power of becoming extensive or vast.
There are strong grounds that prohibit us from
including garima in the aifasiddhi group. These eight
powers are said to come into existence. if sarp.yama is
practised on the five rapa-s of the bhuta-s (vi~e .l'S3. :44) ..
A particular sarp.yama gives rise to a particular siddht
or siddhi-s (vide the commentaries on rs 3. 45). If
we include garima in the aifasiddhi group we have to
know what type of sarp.yama 011 the bhuta-s gives rise
to it. The extant works on Yoga are totally silent on
this point and we are unable to refer to the sarp.yama
on any form of the bhuta-s that may give rise to garima.
Moreover if we want to place garima in the 04/asiddhi.
group, we have either to leave out one of the siddhi-s
. of this group or to combine any two siddhi-s into one
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so that the eightfoldness of the· group will not be
disturbed. We have already shown that neither the
leaving out nor _the combining of the siddhi-s is free
of fault.
It appears that the followers of some Tantric
schools included garima in the aifasiddhi group taking
it to be the counterpart of laghima for the reasons stated
above and afterwards the exponents of other systems
followed this view blindly or ignorantly. As the eight
definite names of the siddhi~s of the a$fasiddhi group
caused difficulty, the upholders of garima tried to solve
it by reading the names of the eight siddhi-s in different
ways (as shown above).

